Motor coordination, exploration, and spatial learning in a natural mouse mutation (nervous) with Purkinje cell degeneration.
The nervous mouse mutation causes a relatively selective degeneration of Purkinje cells in the cerebellar cortex. The mutants were compared to age-matched controls of the same background strain in tests of motor activity and coordination, spontaneous alternation, and spatial learning in the Morris water maze. As expected from their ataxia, the nervous mutants were impaired in stationary beam, coat-hanger, and rotorod tests of motor coordination. The nervous mutants were also impaired in the submerged but not in the visible platform condition of the Morris water maze, attributable to a spatial deficit, and displayed a higher level of motor activity in an automated chamber. The deficit in spontaneous alternation rates seen in nervous mutants is accountable by reduced motivation, disinhibition, or spatial disorientation.